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CISL convention
SHU vs Yale in 
bid for house seat
Retreat: March 16, 17, 1967. Another one! Same thing every 
year and they expect perfect attendance. Why they haven’t 
changed in the last 100 years. Look at the .
1860’s: Henry Fleming retreats from a battle. He experience:; 
and the Fleming character matures.
1960’s: Joe Williams retreats from a fire hose. He persists 
and the Negro image grows.
1967: Student joins in 2-day retreat. He knows himself and 
his being lives. Come to think of it, they may never change.
Concert features 
Baroque oratorio
On Monday, March 20, at 
8:00 p.m., SHU’s auditorium 
will swell with song, as the 
Chorale, under the direction of 
Leland Roberts presents its 
Spring Concert.
Opening the program is an 
early Baroque oratorio written 
by Heinrich Shultz, the major 
comiK)ser of the early Baroque 
era in Germany. In this piece, 
entitled, "The Seven L a s t  
Words of Christ on the Cross”, 
the actual narration vwll be 
done by the following vocal 
soloists; Mrs. Richard Matzek, 
soprano; Miss Elizabeth Mur­
ray,alto; John Mulhem, tenor; 
and Dr. Enrico Frisone, bass.
The chorus will serve as pil­
lars to bracket the work by 
introducing it, setting the mood, 
and then reflecting upon the ac­
tion that has taken place.
The s e c o n d  composition, 
Schubert’s Mass in O Major is 
considered a concert rather 
than a liturgical Mass. Such
The dean’s list is a tangible 
indication of academic excel- 
ience the purpose for which we, 
as students, are here at Sacred 
Heart University. I t  is pub­
lished bi-annually at the close 
of the fall and spring semester. 
The list for the first semester 
of the 1966-67 academic year 
honors 171 students. Percentage 
wise the senior ciass leads the 
list with 44% of its members 
named.
First honors were awarded 
to the following seniors: Joan- 
Carol Carraflello, 3.7; Robert 
Breese, 3.6; Frank Dunne, 3.6; 
David Ryer, 3.6; Nanette 
Scalisi, 3.6; Marianne Narowski, 
3.5; Juniors receiving first 
honors were: Carl Ahlstrom, 
3.9; Marilyn Hannon, 3.9; Bar­
bara Flynn, 3.8; Regina Glov- 
asky, 3.8; Romanna Jakymek, 
3.8; Saundra Petorak, 3.8; 
Albert Bushinsky, 3.6; Gail 
Curcio, 3.6; Susan George, 3.6;
Masses were used in the parish 
churches of Schubert’s day, 
when there was no distinction 
between the sacred and the 
secular in music. 'The work is 
a serious expression of worship 
which is at the same time en­
tertaining.
Vocal soloists for the piece 
include: Sharon Howard and 
Sharon Brennan, sopranos; 
’Thomas Kuehn, tenor, and 
Steve Dooley, bass.
For both numbers the Chorale 
will be accompanied by an in­
strumental ensemble consisting 
of the following members; Luci 
Schwickert and ’Thomas Gui- 
done, organists; Mr. Joseph 
Hassett, from the Bridgeport 
Symphony, first violinist Rich­
ard Goggin, second violinist; 
Miss Alice Przybylski, thrid vio­
linist and James Strassmaier, 
celloist.
Admission is free. All are wel­
comed to this concert û̂ d the 
folk and popular concert to be 
held on May 15.
Karen Glancy, 3.6; Edward 
Kuzma, 3.6; Pina Aiello, 3.5; 
Barry James, 3.5; Richard Lan- 
dino, 3.5; James Santo, 3.5; 
Thomas Wagner, 3.5. First 
honor students in the sopho- 
m o r e class are: Darlene
N i e d z w i e c k i ,  3.9; Eric 
Christensen, 3.8; Loretta Gra- 
zynski, 3.7; Daniel DeFeo, 3.6; 
James McMath, 3.6; James 
Bannon, 3.5; Thomas Bucci, 
3.5; Sr. Mary Anita Jakubek, 
3.5; Gabriel Musco, 3.5; Thom­
as Serrani, 3.5; Freshmen re­
ceiving first honors: Margaret 
Davis, 3.8; Bryan Penehan, 
3.8; Martha Wolski, 3.8; Bruce 
Croffy, 3.6; Ronald Sapiento, 
3.6; Stephen Spiegel, 3.6; Clau­
dette Gilbilaro, 3.5; Mary Ellen 
McDonough, 3.5; Mary Mc- 
Verry, 3.5; Janis Plouffe, 3.5.
Receiving second honors with 
an average of 3.4 were. Ray­
mond Beauchemin, ’70; Sr. 
M. Paul Colavito, ’69; Leone
By Joan Carraflello
"Any man with reasonable 
good will can witness the call 
which the world exerts on his 
conscience and his energies, to 
give, to relieve pain, to bring 
hope.” But only the Christian 
man hears all the reverbera­
tions of the call, knows the true 
measure of the need, and re­
sponds in depth. Father Daniel 
Berrigan, S.J., noted poet, au­
thor, and speaker, will discuss 
"People of God Formed in the 
Fire of Crisis” at the March 
13 convocation.
Convinced that “to be in the 
Church is to be in the world,” 
the author-priest participates 
fully in public controversies 
shaping the life and destiny of 
the whole nation. Believing “the 
Negroes are c r e a t i n g  the 
Church,” he has joined in civil 
rights marches in Selma and 
New York City.
Father Berrigan was sched­
uled to speak at the university 
in Fall, 1965. After participat­
ing in a New York City peace 
rally, however, the poet-priest 
was sent to South America in 
what some liberal Catholics 
considered to be a silencing act 
by the conservative New York 
diocese. The Jesuit returned in 
March, 1966, delighted that he 
was criticized "for being in­
volved in the issues of our 
time.” He remains as co-chair­
man of Clergy Concerned about 
Vietnam, and continues his 
work in social movements.
'The noted speaker desires to 
be called a “peacemaker” rath­
er than a pacifist. He considers 
the Vietnam war to be “a dis­
traction — a turning aside of 
one another in the direction of 
hatred.” For the youthful Fr. 
Berrigan, the job of obtaining 
peace is the “creative death of 
giving one’s self to others.” He 
notes that peace is the task of 
protecting the innocent.
Continued on Page 6
Donato, ’70; Lawrence Mamone, 
’68; Nancy Peters, ’68; Lucy 
Spitz, ’69; Lorraine Therrien, 
’69 Marylu Turecek, ’68 Mary 
Ann von Oy, ’68.
Also second honors with a 
3.3 average: Colleen Carpenter, 
’70; Francis Chmura, ’68; Wil­
liam Dean, ’67; Donald Dennis, 
’67; Robert Dietzel; Mary 
Ann Gentile, ’70; Maureen Gor­
man, ’68; Denise Guarino, ’70; 
Michael Guida, '70; Janet Kahn, 
’67; Arlene Licata, ’68; James 
Meehan, ’67; Anthony Mongil- 
lo, ’69; Rosanne Neri, ’68; 
Aytxa Parron, ’70; Amailia 
Pascucci, ’70, Susan Plouffe, 
’67; Peter Schwickert, ’67; 
Ralf Selvaggi, ’67; Judith 
Tarinelli, ’69; Frederick Volk, 
70.
The following received hon­
orable mention with an average 
of 3.0-3.2:
Raym ond AuguBtine, John  Backlel. 
Thom as Balek> K athleen  B eattie , 
Stephen Benne, A lexander B errino ,
The Sacred Heart Universi­
ty Chapter of the Connecticut 
Intercollegiate Student Legisla­
ture, in its first year as a full 
member, will travel to the 
State Capitol in Hartford for 
the annual CISL convention, 
March 9 through 11.
David Bike, David Boisvert, Elaine 
Boudreau. L o rraine B oudreau, M ar­
gare t Brehem y, Jam es B urns, Adele 
C appellieri, M ary Carmody, P a trick  
Carmody, B ernadette Caseidy, Josephine 
Cellini, Denise Chabot, A ndrew  C har- 
n itsk i, Je a n  Chesnas. P a tric ia  Ciervo, 
Kathleen Collins, Thom as C orbett, 
Louis C retella, Jea n  C riscione, Joseph 
Cum m ins, K athleen C u rran , I kjIs 
D’A ndrea, K athleen Devine, J a n is  di- 
Cecco, Stephen Dooley, M ichael D’Os- 
tilHo, Thom as Fay.
Also, Roger Fiondella, Josephine 
F rascato re , P a tric ia  G ardner, Gleen 
Gorelick, M ichael H afele, Th(»nas 
H aley, L inda  H a rp e r, B ruce H errin g , 
Kevin H u n t, David Ifkovic, P a tric ia  
Jakupkovic , E dw ard  K apusta,- P a tric ia  
K eane, Raym ond Kelly, A rlene K ish, 
John  Kokoska, John  L aureno, P a t­
ric ia  Lesko, E rn es t L isi, Joseph 
Lom bardo, Eileen M cAdams, Joseph 
M ajoros, M ary A nn M aroney, M aureen 
M cC arthy, Jam es M cIntosh, E lizabeth 
M urphy, Edw ard  N a jja r ,  Ronald Neu- 
m on, R ita  N icolia, Clifford Noel, Jan e  
N ow akowski, R ichard  O ’B rien , Stephen 
O ’B rien, R ichard  O’Connor.
-\lso, M ary O’Leary, Jam es Patchen, 
F ran k  P erillo , John  P ianow ski, John  
R abuse, Gerald Regnaud, A lfred R i ^ t ,  
David R iehl, U tin a  Ross, David R us­
sell, A nthony R usso. M ichael Sagliano, 
R uth  S a linard i, Edm und Scarpa. H a r­
old Schaeffer, Thom as Sheehan, Don­
ald Sileo, A nthony Sinko, K aren 
Soltesz, John  Stanczyk, M ary Ann 
S tonoha, Phylls T esta , Roy T ryon. 
W illiam Turecek, M ichael Vacca, David 
V aillancourt, Susan V alllllo , Sandra  
V end itti, L isa Von Y ork , B arbara  
W all, and  Joseph W aslkow skl.
Thomas Calahan will make 
a bid for the Chair of the House 
of Representatives against J<dm 
Limgstrom of Yale University.
Roy Tryon will introduce a 
bill in the House for the estab­
lishment of a Citizen’s Advisory 
CouncD for Consumer Protec­
tion.
Dr. Robert O’Shea, member 
of the Philosophy Department 
of Sacred Heart University, 
will accompany the delegation 
as an appointee of his Etxcel- 
lency Bishop Curtis. He Will 
advise the delegation when It 
is confronted by an Abortion 
Bill proposed by the University 
of Hartford in the House o f 
Representatives.
During the convention other 
members will be involved in 
various committee activities. 
Israel Menchero will act as the 
Chairman of the Education 
Committee which will deal with 
bills such as: Mandatory Kin­
dergarten introduced by St. 
Joseph College, Anti-Busing 
Bill from Quinnipiac College 
and Moment of Silence in Ele­
mentary Schools Bill proposed 
by the University of Connecti­
cut.
Mike Valoucin wUl sit in 
the Agriculture and EHection 
Committee, Roy ’Tryon in ttie 
Constitution Committee, Jcfiui 
Quinn in the Finance and Ap- 
Continued on Page 6
171 students merit fall semester listing
For journalists
Ideas take hold
College newspapers, scorning provincialism, aim for in-depth 
campus reporting. Their editors reflect student thinking, while refus­
ing to mirror popular opinion. In rejecting the status quo, perceptive 
student journalists attempt to stress the positive.
SHU is our beat. To the campus newsman this laymen’s univer­
sity is enviable in its challenges. Catholic institutions across the nation 
make news by copying what we are! (See Pratt editorial of Feb. 16. 
University develops as a “cultural center from which students may 
daily branch out into the community.” Also, note the recent change- 
overs to more lay control in Catholic colleges.)Expressing student 
opinion from this unique position can be exciting.
Yet in order for opinions to be worth the newsprint we research 
every angle. In-depth work requires painful study and honest judg­
ments, a few of which will be unavoidably incorrect.
Background study reveals that decisions made here are related 
to the community-at-large. The paper, then, must go beyond the uni­
versity to the places where other new ide2is are taking hold. We must 
constantly hold SHU in a proper perspective with the world.
Proper judgments based on accurate reporting of the news can­
not be a play for popular acceptance. Negative journalism invoWing 
constant hysterics over triflles is a poor substitute for in-depth re- 
porting and editorial solutions.
The OBELISK endeavors to serve its readers, not by adjusting 
facts, but through a positive search into real issues. We are no longer 
neophytes in journalism. Emotional diatribes cannot replace sincere 
probing. (See Feb. 16 indepth article —  A Free- Society? )
For the future we envision a wide-ranging Christian newspaper, 
continuing to be edited for and by university students. It does and 
will exist in a freedom made meaningful by something to say._ The 
campus —  its students, faculty, and administrators —  and their in­
volvement are the big scoop.
Reverberations
To the Editor:
I happened to revisit SHU last week 
and thought that a comparison between 
it and the school I’m going to, U. Conn., 
might be interesting to you. I was at 
SHU two years ago, but my parents 
insisted I  switch to U. Conn., (though 
my grades were good enough at SHU 
to stay there). So I switched, and I’ve 
been regretting it ever since. This is 
not to say that U. Conn, is a bad school, 
or that it doesn’t have a lot of good 
points, which it does. But all things 
considered, I think SHU is much better. 
The biggest advantage about SHU, I 
think, is that the faculty and the ad­
ministration there really are interested 
in you and wUl go out of their way to 
help you, and believe me, they don’t at 
U. Conn., where you’re just a number, 
not a person. (In this silly Needle paper 
that I saw here, somebody claimed that 
at SHU you get stuck with whatever 
classes they want to give you while at 
other schools you have a free choice. 
Don’t make me laugh — has that guy 
ever been to another school? Up here 
a t U. Conn, you settle for whatever the 
administration feels like giving you — 
the first semester I was here I tried to 
change a course, one I had no use for, 
to another that would fit in with my 
program, and they looked at me like I 
was crazy — students don’t decide what 
courses to take, that’s done for them! 
But at SHU I had no trouble at all in 
getting any reasonable change of courses 
I wanted. I think before these people 
shoot their mouths off they should try 
another school first, then maybe they’d 
appreciate SHU. At SHU the teachers 
were glad to spend their time talking 
over with me anything I didn’t under­
stand in their courses, or to advise me 
on what courses were ibest to take, and 
so on, but not up here; if you don’t get
the lectures when they’re given, that’s 
your look-out, the teachers say they 
don’t have the time (there are some 
exceptions I  must admit, but most are 
like this). You get even less attention 
from the deans and administration. At 
SHU I never had trouble getting to see 
Dean O’Sullivan or Mr. Croffy if I had 
a real problem and needed help, and 
they were always ready to help me out. 
Up here, you can’t see the Dean unless 
you’re the President of the U.S.A., and 
the less you see of the other people in 
the administration, the better, since they 
only give you trouble.
The big gripes people seemed to have 
at SHU were the cafeteria and parking. 
The caf is bad, but so’s the one here, if 
that’s any help. And parking — at U. 
Conn, it took me two semesters just 
to get a permit to park on campus (and 
it cost me $5), and usually I have to 
park a 15-minute walk from my classes. 
So, you people at SHU don’t know how 
good you’ve got it.
Well, I don’t want this to go on for­
ever, there being a lot of other points 
of comparison that could be made; but 
I’ll stop here. I hope this will give you 
something you can compare your prob­
lems with — believe me, we’ve got worse 
problems at U. Conn. All things con­
sidered, I still like SHU, and wish I had 
never left it.
Yours truly
P.S.: By the way, this isn’t sour 
grapes, I ’m not about to be thrown out 
of U. Conn., as I have a near-B average.
Also, I wish that if you print this 
letter in the paper, and I hope you do 
just to teach some people that maybe 
SHU isn’t so bad after all, you would 
not print my neune since it would get 
back to U. Conn, and wouldn’t do me 
any good here. Thank you.
Tri-a-logue
What Is the fimctlou of a college newspaper? 
STUDENT
Tony Krulikowski: “A college paper should give news about 
things happening in school; things relevant to school in and 
around the community. It should come to grips with basic issues 
that should be in the mind of every student.”
Mary Ann McGee: Its purpose is to convey to the students 
the ideals and principles that the school stands for. It also estab­
lishes a greater communication between the students and faculty.”
Israel Menchero: Its main purpose is to keep the university 
community informed of what is going on on C2unpus as well as 
any other activities that take place in local communities that 
would be of interest to any member of the university community.”
Kay Arpaio: “To act as a media of communication between 
administration, faculty, and students. To give the facts on what’s 
going on on campus. It should also include ideas from other 
campuses so that we can adapt some of the ideas in an effort to 
better ourselves.”
William Duquette: A school newspaper should act as a media­
tor between administration and the student body. It should be 
the one media on campus which highlights both social and aca­
demic events in the community which are pertinent to the stu­
dents.”
Dolores Vitti: “The purpose of a school newspaper is to in­
form the students of the activities that are in progress and any 
other information that will be beneficial to the students to Induce 
a greater appreciation for the university. But this must be done 
objectively!”
FACULTY
Mr Hanrahan: The function of any newspaper is to reflect 
its own community. It keeps the people of a community aware of 
the social, political and economic problems of the area. In a 
similar way the college newspaper should reflect the problrans 
of Its community. It should be a  voice for all points of view; 
while it does that, it should stake out its own iiosition on issues. 
A newspaper should have a certain competitive air about it — 
it should be a forum for the views of faculty as well as students. 
It should have a crusading spirit, an air of independence.
Mr. O’Sullivan: The first thing that, as any form of com­
munication it has to establish its own relevance. The Obelisk, by 
its own nature, (because it comes out once every 3 weeks). Is 
irrelevant. Stale news. I t  should run the whole spectrum of 
opinion — the only restriction should be a libel suit. It should 
have good reporting, significant editorial policy, and it should 
not be an organ of the administration.
There is a great middle ground between the Obelisk and the 
Needle. At least one publication should be addressing itself to the 
problems of the University.
Dr. Reinerman: The function is to serve as a means of com­
munication among the students and with the administration and 
faculty. Also, to serve as a vehicle for expression of responsible 
student opinion.
Dr. Berger-Voesendorf: In regard to the Needle: “more 
constructivei and less pugnacious” (He did not know that there 
was any paper beside the Needle.)
Miss Murray: I think it should represent the news, the gener­
al information in which student (properly defined) should be 
interested.
ADMINTBATION
Mr. Croffy: 'The college newspaper is the vehicle for conv- 
munications among the students, faculty, and administration. Its 
operation should reflect the rights and responsibilities of these 
groups.
Dr. William H. Conley: The first purpose of college news­
papers is to disseminate information among students about ac­
tivities of the institution, students, and their organizations. Other 
purposes are to stimulate interest in support of student activities 
and provide a forum for student opinion. The primary function 
is informational — to offer material which affects them.
IN MEMORY OF JOHN HOGAN 
The risen Christ bears the new humanity iWithin Himself, the linid glorious 
‘yes’ which God addresses to the new man. It is true that jmankind )is still 
living the old life, but it Is already beyond the old. I t  still lives in a  world 
of death, but it is already beyond death. It still lives in a  world of sin, but 
it is already beyond sin. The night is not yet over, but already the dawn is 
breaking. — Dietrich Bonhoeffer
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The Solid Gold
By Linda Bogart
Mrs. Laura Partridge will once again enter the world of high 
finance in the SHU production of The Solid Gold Cadillac on 
March 16, 17, and 18 at 8:30 p.m. and March 19 at 2:30 p.m.
The play, which made Its first hit appearance hi 1953 at New 
York’s Belasco Theatre, is a satire on big business. Bosanne Neri 
will fake the lead as mild-mannered Mrs. Laura Partridge who 
owns ten shares of stock in the General Products Corporation 
of America.
The bemused Cinderella, as she is dubbed by the narrator, 
attends a stockholders meeting and disturbs the corporation 
heads with some very embarrassing questions. Through a comical 
chain of events Mrs. Partridge manages to control the entire com­
pany by the end of the play.
The Solid Gold Cadillac was originally penned by Howard 
Teichmann, a literature teacher at Columbia University. The 
manuscript was later acquired by veteran producer Max Gordon 
who retained George S. Kaufman to co-author the play.
Decor for the two act comedy will be changed to represent 
offices in New York and Washington. Simplified realism is the 




For an amateur, any at­
tempts to discuss Father Dan­
iel Berrigan’s poetry compare 
unfavorably with that essay de­
fining “love” in freshman com­
position. The poet-priest, known 
to many for his deep concern 
in civil rights and peace move­
ments, has covered topics rang­
ing from marital love and the 
family to Christian encounters 
in the city slums. He has resur­
rected such Old Testament fig­
ures as Ezechial, Abraham, 
Isaac, and Eve, making them 
relevant to modern man. Fa­
ther Berrigan brings Christian 
vision to everything he touches, 
and the extent of his experi­
ence is wide.
Perhaps the most striking 
aspect of the poet’s recent 
works is his ability to see 
Christ in the people and places 
which we try to shove imder 
a carpet. Refusing to limit his 
writing to the aesthetically 
pleasing aspects of nature, art, 
and man, he enters the world 
of degenerates, prostitutes, city 
slums, and suburban medioc­
rity. Father Berrigan grasps 
with stunning realism the man­
made hells, and, feeling the 
pains Of the damned, he prom­
ises Easter.
In his prose-work They Call 
Us Dead Men, he wrote of the 
need for men to experience 
community living, and, because 
of their awareness, to become 
the modern redeemer of man­
kind. On poverty of the spirit, 
he reasoned: “To be poor In 
the evangelical sense is indeed 
to be involved deeply with God 
and man; it is to become a 
protagonist in Human life, a 
drama that, in its deepest mean­
ing, is slmpiy the struggie to­
ward growth, awareness, and 
love.”
.The life of ease — either 
mental or physical — does not 
bring spiritual growth. Grace, 
' he .se^ns to  say, comes only
through the unsatisfied cravings 
of men and through the excru­
ciating pain which accompanies 
love. In a recent collection of 
poems, an especially provoca­
tive “Suburban Prayer” merits 
attention:
“Grant us for grace/ opposi­
tions, stymyings/ sand in our 
pet gears/ a bubble in the cozy 
blood./ Crowd our real estate/ 
with the rag tag real, the 
world./ Marry us off, lonely 
girls/ to Harlem and Asia. This 
Lent/ celebrate in the haunted 
house, the world.
Marriage, or Christian mar­
riage, is symbolic of Christ and 
the Church. The union through 
Christ wherein husband and 
wife sanctify one another, can 
be taken on a different scale — 
the world — where mankind is 
destined to become one in a 
spirit of love. He is asking for 
something far beyond a super­
ficial charity toward the non­
white poor — a union of equals 
replaces Bishops’ Relief.
“Go Down On Knee’ from 
Encounters, poignantly illus­
trates a comment from They 
Call Us Dead Men: “In the be­
ginning, man and woman were 
created as images of God. Each 
had the power of knowledge 
and love; moreover, through 
the gift of God’s communicated 
life, each had the powier to 
penetrate the other, to release 
the love of God into all crea­
tion.”
“I saw an old wife stricken, 
the man/ bending painfully 
above: let me serve, be/ eyes, 
limbs./ Each wearing for bet­
ter for worse, the other’s flesh, 
rent and patch: I do./ Bridal 
gown is yellow as bone, rav­
eled/ like youth out many a 
gay and slower/ mile: stained 
bowler and waist coat, a rusty 
charmer./ Yet all days since, I 
see/ visible things of this world, 
faultless/ and heartening, go 
down on knee before, fashion/ 
music toward, measure hope
Cadillac opens Thursday
Members of the crew are:
Sandra Carlotto, Robert Cat- 
terson, Robert Corcoran, Nor­
man Des Rosier, Stephent Doo­
ley, Lynn Fontana, Donna Guz- 
zardi, Mary Ann Holland, Jorge 
Machego, Kevin McCormick, 
M a r t h a  McMahon, Michele 
Mucci, Daniel Roberts, and 
Frank Smoko as stage mana­
ger.
Dr. Florence M. Lea who has 
directed A Man for All Seasons, 
Summer and Smoke, Joan of 
Lorraine, and An Evening of 
One Acts, at Sacred Heart is 
also directing The Solid Gold 
Cadiilac. Gerald Saladyga is 
assisting director.
The coordinator of production 
is Camille Rezutko, Oral En­
glish instructor at SHU.
The cast 
eludes:
for the play in-
stresses
Easter
and decline upon/ the least au­
dible heartbeat/ of this holy 
darkness: I love you.”
Berrigan the Peace-maker 
calls men to a metanoia — a 
change involving the full aware­
ness of who they are, and what 
meaning the Incarnation has 
brought to a world of war and 
social injustice. The Stigmatic 
— Christ — is asked to “write 
on our foreheads, our blue eye­
balls” the awareness of infinite 
love.
“Are you East or West/ poor 
or in possession/ squatter in 
Watts/ somnolent suburban/ 
rotting in jails/ yes allowing 
vicious depradations/ against 
bones and flesh of brothers?/ 
Be answer/ Be question!/ When 
or Where/ are you absent O 
termagant of history/ tiger 
overarching with your electric 
body our skies/ Unfended Child­
hood/ intellectual grandeur/ 
scope beyond our compass!/ 
Come Easter Flowers Birds Fly­
ing Trees and Men/ inflame 
with your mouth to mouth res­
piration/ the mortician smile of 
death/ Come Peace and Sword/ 
break the locked fists of dom­
inations/ upon our throats/ 
Come surgeon/ draw into one 
cunning anthropos the bones 
bones dry bones/ slack jaws 
scattered knees of the amnesiac 
dead/ Come desert Sun/ Suck 
into nothing our brackish ser­
pentine joys/ Come Stigmatic/ 
Write on our foreheads our blue 
eyeballs/ Words you scrawled 
on death’s Hideous Limbs/ 
Where none but you escaped 
his overkill arrogant reach/ 
Glory Glory Glory.
In Prayer for the Big Morn­
ing,” Father Berrigan asks that 
God “People my heart with 
the living.” His poetry shows 
such a vital awareness of the 
living that its full impact will 
initially escape most readers. 
Each poem is a call to probe 
further into his next.
Richard Kot
Roseanne Neri as Mrs. Laura 
Partridge, the Cinderella, An­
thony Slez as the narrator, 
Michael Wargo, Jay Andrasi, 
Joseph Melillo and Albert Rug­
giero as the four ugly corpora­
tion heads. The severely tailored 
secretary, Amelia Shotgraven 
will be played by Betsy Mur­
phy and prince charming, Ed­
ward L. McKeever, is Richard 
Kot. Roseanne Franco is cast 
as Miss Logan. Pamela Gardner 
as the radio announcer and the 
little old lady, and Gerald 
Saladyga is the newspaper re­
porter,also John Wilson as Mark 
Jenkins and Lynn Masterson as 
Miss L’arriere.
Cinderella Rosanne Neri encourages Prince Charming Richard 
Kot.
John Wilson and Lynn Masterson rest between scenes.
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"Bitch - in"
Students speak out
Right Rev, Hatoum distributes communion under both species.
Msgr. Hatoum offers 
Melkite Mass
At the Student Government’s 
first “Bitch-In”, President Mau­
reen Dursi strongly denied that 
"SG is a puppet for the ad­
ministration.” N o t i n g  the 
“strictly formative” nature of 
the three and one-half year old 
organization, she reminded crit­
ics that SHU has grown since 
present-day seniors set-up the 
group as freshmen.
“We’re not doing as much as 
we want to not because of 
the administration — but simply 
because we’re finding out what 
can be done.” Miss Dursi men­
tioned the many inter-collegiate 
meetings at which SG members 
shared exi)erience with other 
colleges.
She also stressed that SG 
membership is not taken light­
ly: “We have weekly meetings 
lasting 5 hours. In summer the 
group works far into the night. 
It’s hard work rather than a 
position of honor.”
Snow Removal
A major gripe at the session 
concerned snow-removal and 
the parking restrictions. One 
student noted that the lot had 
not been cleared and cars were 
being ticketed for illegal park­
ing.
An SG member said that 
maintenance men are working 
at a disadvantage with a small 
plow and a shortage of funds 
to buy new equipment. Parking 
regulations may be eased dur­
ing snow storms. A committee 
will investigate.
Some discussion on the —2 
rather than 0 for an F revealed 
that the present plan benefits 
students since the number of 
credits for the failed course is 
not divided into the total figure 
— a minus six is subtracted 
and the credit load is lowered. 
(According to OBELISK cal­
culations, a s t u d e n t  with 
straight B’s and one F carrying 
17 credits receives a 2.51 with 
the present system, and would 
be lowered to a 2.46 with the 
change. With straight C’s he 
appeals for mercy.)
’The student complained that 
the —6 remains on the record 
although the course is made 
up, “even if you get an A.” 
Someone pointed out that there 
is always a necessary penalty 
for failure and a repeater is 
working with familiar material.
Grade Requirements
Another complaint concerned 
the difference in grade require­
ments for athletes and mem­
bers of Social Service groups. 
Dean Maurice O’Sullivan re­
plied that groups now work un­
der the sliding index whereby 
first semester freshmen must 
show a gradual improvement.
The athletic program is oper­
ating with a separate set of 
rules since they are under an 
outside organization. SG has no 
control over athletes’ grade re­
quirements.
Semester Break
Semester break complaints 
came to no avail since the Uni­
versity is not yet fully accre­
dited and is therefore held to 
a certain number of school days. 
After the second graduating 
class, when a college is usually 
accredited, it will be possible
to have a longer vacation, ac­
cording to students who inves­
tigated.
Robert Proudfoot, ’68 repre­
sentative, asked Miss Carol 
Day, head of the faculty Com­
mittee on Student Activities 
why Dr. Alan Reinerman, SG 
advisor, had been removed 
from the committee. Bob stated 
that he had been told Dr. Rein­
erman was “Too involved in 
student activities.”
Miss Day replied that Dr. 
Reinerman was “not removed 
for the reason stated.” The 
committee is made up of mod­
erators from social service 
groups, drama, chorus, etc., 
and President William Conley 
makes selections. When asked 
to comment, the SG advisor 
merely stated, “I was on the 
committee in 1965. I was not 
re-appointed.”
In response to another ques-
Panta D e l p h i a n s  have 
awarded their Memorial Schol­
arship to freshman, Richard 
Pucciarello. The $300 award is 
made annually in memory of 
deceased ' students who have 
attended SHU.
Basketball star Rich Puc­
ciarello, a A. B. candidate, 
fulfills requirements in personal 
leadership and academic stand­
ing. Candidates who need fi­
nancial assistance may qualify 
by rating in the upper quarter 
of their class.
•  •  •
The Prologue announces that 
beginning March 7, the remain­
ing six dollars will be collected 
from those who placed a de­
posit for a copy of the year­
book. The March collection date 
is necessary in order to meet 
the publication costs that must 
be paid early in the year. 'The 
six dollars should be paid in 
the yearbook office, Rm N213.
•  « »
The following graduation list 
has been published by Dean 
Croffey. Any student who is a 
candidate for graduation and 
who does not find his name on 
this list should contact Dean 
Croffy’s office immediately.
The AB candidates 6-10-67 
are: R. Altieri, C. Ai7)aio, D. 
Bonetti, R. Breese. J. Campo- 
lucci, P. Capagna, A. Cappel- 
lieri, T. Carboni, S. Carlotto, 
J. Carrafiello, J. Chesnas, B. 
Contaldi, T. Corbett, J. Criado, 
J. Oiscione, L. D’Andrea, J. 
Dean, W. Dean, A. Dellacroce, 
D. Dennis, P. DePietro, K. 
Devine, J. diCecco, S. Dooley, 
F. Dunn, M. Dursi, R. Fiondel- 
la, C. Fiore, S. Galbicsek, G. 
Gardner, P. Gardner, J. Garo-
tion. Miss Day stated that SG 
is not consulted on decisions 
of the Faculty Committee on 
Student Activities because it is 
a faculty committee.
She reminded the group that 
they were invited to a joint 
meeting last year when there 
were things to be discussed. The 
faculty group met only once 
this year before the Bitch-In.
One student asked why social 
science and theology are not 
transferred to the A.B. pro­
gram from the A.A., and to 
other universities. Dean O’Sul­
livan said that Social Science 
is a requirement in the A.A. 
program, but not in the A.B., 
while theology is required in 
both and will be transferred. 
“Other colleges may accept 
whatever courses they desire 
to accept, just as we do,” he 
stated.
falo, P. Godfrey, D. Hagedus, 
K. Hitchcock, B. Hold, M. A. 
Holland, D. Ifkovic.
Also, J. Kahn; R. Kelly, R. 
Kennedy, D. Kosakowski, S. 
Lanzo, D. Layden, J. Lehaney, 
J. Marzullo, I. Menchero, J. 
Muldoon, E. Murphy, M. Nar- 
owski, J. Pacific, F. Perillo, J. 
Perillo, S. Plouffe, V. Reade,
C. Reidy, S. Reilly, C. Reznik, 
N. Rizzi, C. Rizzo, C. Rubertino,
D. Ryer, G. Saladyga, B. San- 
tini, N. Scalisi, E. Schnittchen, 
P. Schwickert, M. Sliney, T. 
Szost, W. ’Turechek. D. Warn­
er, C. Wheeler, A. Willis.
The AA candidates are: L. 
Pinkos, R. Robbins, K. Slonka,
Sept, 1, 1963, 9:00 a-m. — 173
high school graduates walked 
through the doors of a new and 
exciting phase of their lives — 
college. 'They found no Stu­
dent Government representa­
tives organizing elaborate ori­
entation week activities, no 
social organizations, no clubs, 
no newspaper. In short, what 
was to be, would come from 
these 173 members of the first 
class at Sacred Heart Universi­
ty.
Seated on stage in the audi­
torium were the members of 
the charter faculty and admin­
istration. One face was familiar 
to all of us — Dr Maurice 
O’Sullivan. ’The others were 
soon introduced as the first 
faculty of SHU. They were Mr. 
J o h n  Croffy, Mr. William 
Beady, Mr. Richard Matzek, Dr. 
Alan Reinerman, Dr. William 
Kilboume, Mr. Lawrence Skane. 
Mr. Anthony Pinciaro, Mrs. 
Marcella Molloy, Rev. Neville 
Brazier, and Rev. John Polln- 
ski.
On Saturday evening April 1, 
the Charter class and the Ghar-
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By Kevin Craddock 
“It is a question of unity — 
in keeping with the Ecumenical 
spirit. Most Roman Catholics 
are unaware of the existence of
J. Talarico, J. Williams, P. 
Balkite, N. DesRosiers, J. 
Fryer, R. Augustine, F. Fas- 
ano, D. Murphy, A. Pilotti, A. 
Sacowitz, A. Savo, K. Baker, 
E. Callahan, M. Carboni, F. 
Chmura, A. DiLullo, R. Espo­
sito, V. Franz, M. Gurcis, D. 
Geremia, D. Golembeski, R. 
Grosso, R. Grywalski, R. Has- 
sett, M.Hedman, B. Hertoold, 
G. Howard, J. Kaminski, E. 
King, S. Klos, F. Laudisi, K. 
Lynch, M. McGuinness, A. 
M a t h e w ,  J. Mercurio, J. 
O’Brien, L. Robinson, D. Ryan, 
J. Sherman, W. Tierney, G. 
Tolmei, R. Trout, J. Warion, 
W. Wrinn.
ter faculty will come together 
again as the Class of 1967 hon­
ors the first faculty. Dr. William 
Conley, and Dr. O’Sullivan at 
a dinner-dance to be held at the 
Candlelight Restaurant. Charles 
Rizzo, class secretary and chair­
man of the evening hopes that 
all members of the class will
SHU has been awarded a 
$376,100 grant to build a new 
library, announced Congress­
man Donald Irwin, D-Conn. on 
March 1 from the Office of 
Education in Washington, D.C.
Construction will commence 
in three months on a $1,120,000 
three-story l i b r a r y  building 
which can seat 600 and contain 
180,000 books. Architect Val 
Carlson of Shelton expects its 
completion by the summer of 
1968.
The library will be located 
between the North wing and 
the Administration building
any but their own rite.” Right 
Reverend Archimandorite Di­
mitri V. Hatoum, B. C. of Dan­
bury exlpained the purpose for 
the celebration of the Melkite 
(Byzantine) Catholic Mass in 
SHU’S gym on Monday.
Msgr. (our equivale^), said 
that there are 12 rites existing 
in the Western and Eastern 
Churches, all of them acknow­
ledging the Pope as the Su­
preme head.
Fr. Martin McDermott, who 
invited Msgr. Hatoum to cele­
brate the Mass, concurred, “We 
are presenting this in order to 
give glory to God and to ac­
quaint the university communi­
ty with the liturgy of the East­
ern Catholic Oiurch.”
The Melkite rite is differenti­
ated from the Latin rite in 
that the Eucharist is received 
under both species, and leaven­
ed bread is substituted for the 
small wafer. Melkites, who have 
a l w a y s  had concelebrated 
Masses in the vernacular, do 
not kneel during the liturgy.
(Continued on PAGE 6)
attend. ’The donation is $10 per 
couple and $5 per person. Reser­
vations may be made with J ^ ry  
Saladyga, class treasurer, in the 
OBELISK o f f i c e  beginning 
Monday, March 13.
There will be a choice of 
Turkey, Roast Beef, or Chicken 
dinner.
near the present walk. Richard 
A. Matzek, head librarian, 
called it the first of many new 
constructions.
Academic Dean Maurice J. 
O’Sullivan said he is pleased 
with the State and Federal co­
operation which makes it pos­
sible that, "the library be com­
pleted and available to the stu­
dents at the earliest possible 
date.”
’The next building to be con­
structed, according to Dr. 
O’Sullivan, is a Student Union 
which will be located on the 




Charter class honors first 





Pres. Conley urges state Catholic journalists 
legislators to initiate 
50% loan forgiveness
Connecticut students attend­
ing private colleges may be 
spared the post-graduation mo­
ney-panic if the Connecticut 
Council of Independent Colleges 
wins its bid for a 50% loan 
forgiveness to those completing 
t h e i r  baccalaureates. Pres. 
William H. Conley, spokesman 
for the group, urged legislators 
at a Feb. 27 hearing in Hart­
ford to appropriate $10,000,000 
for supporting loans, and to 
pass the higher loan forgive­
ness as a “delayed scholarship.” 
(At present, there is a 10% for­
giveness rate.)
In an OBELISK interview, 
SHU’s President stressed that 
the proposed legislation would 
"remove the barrier to free 
choice in the type of school — 
public, church-related, or pri­
vate.” He continued, “State in­
stitutions receive a forgiveness 
at the outset. We ask for a 
partial scholarship after stu­
dents achieve the degree. I t’s 
an incentive to complete the 
four-year program.”
Reminding the reporter that 
1,000 students throughout the 
state were unable to get loans 
this year. Dr. Copley said that 
the principal concern is to sup­
ply funds for “everyone wishing 
a loan. The bulk of students 
from middle-class homes are in­
eligible for scholarship,” he 
added.
“At the present time, it costs 
the state $1,000 for every stu­
dent in a junior college,” he 
stated, adding that he was un­
sure of the exact rate for the 
four-year program. “We do 
know that the proposed 50% 
forgiveness would far from 
equal the public college student 
rate.”
The Independent C o l l e g e  
Council fully supports all ef­
forts to improve state colleges. 
Believing in “quality education 
for all,” SHU'S President 
stressed that “In addition the 
state should help remove eco­
nomic worries for established 
private institutions.”
“This is the best program for 
student assistance that I ’ve 
seen. If it can be increased and 
funds made available, it can 
be a tremendous assistance to 
all students,” he summarized.
Vice-President and Academic 
Dean Maurice J. O’Sullivan 
joined Dr. Conley at the Hart­
ford hearing, along with student 
representatives. Student Gov­
ernment m e m b e r s  Maureen 
Dursi, Jeffrey Hohl, John Le- 
haney, Janet Muldoon, Robert 
Proudfoot, and John Rabuse 
were prepared to offer verbal 
support.
“Student representation had 
been requested so that their 
point of view might be offered 
if there were some questions 
about the effectiveness of pre­
vious legislation,” explained the 
Dean.
SHU’s coalition, the only
student group represented, did 
not have to speak. “As the 
hearing progressed, unanimous 
support was given for the pro­
posed legislation from both Re­
publican and Democratic lead­
ers, from representatives of 
business and labor, and from 
all groups concerned with high­
er education,” Dr. O’Sullivan 
said, adding that this was only 
"round one.”
Mlaureen Dursi, Jack Rabuse, 
and Bob Proudfoot have already 
been assured of their legisla­
tor’s support for rounds 2, 3, 
etc. After the hearing. Sen. T. 
Clark Hull of the 24th Dis­
trict, and neighbor to Rabuse, 
pledged his aid as a member 
of the Higher Education com­
mittee.
Dr. Conley reported that 
other students and parents will 
be asked to write and telegram 
their legislators. More infor­
mation wil be made available 
through newspapers, bulletins, 
radio and television.
Offering an unstapled book­
let, President Conley said “This 
just came in today, so I  haven’t 
read it yet.” The informative 
pamphlet with statements from 
SHU, Fairfield, and UB heads, 





'The Placement Office, headed 
by Mr. William Grant, is open 
to all students, especially sen­
iors. Mr. Grant said, "I par­
ticularly urge those seniors who 
have not checked with me to do 
so. Frequently the student is 
not aware of the possibilities 
that exist for employment.”
Those uncertain about the fu­
ture may explore possible car­
eers through booklets and 
pamphlets. When they return 
with some definite decisions, 
discussion will be in more de­
tail.
Companies scheduled to in­
terview on dates to be em- 
nounced are: Conn. State Wel­
fare Dept., Social Security 
Agency; local industries: Gen­
eral Electric, Remington Rand 
Electric Shaver Die., Procter 
and Gamble, Harvey Hubbell, 
Inc., Heinz Co.; and the food 
distribution field. As part of the 
tri-Universify cooperative ac­
tivity, some company interviews 
will take place at one univer­
sity only.
I n q u i r i e s  from different 
school systems on the avail­
ability of education majors have 
been received.
ture in the campaign for “free 
choice in colleges.”
Coeds may be especially in­
terested in the loan forgiveness 
plan, noted Dr. Conley in an 
informal conversation follow­
ing the interview. Aware that 
young women who contemplate 
marriage immediately after 
graduation are unwilling to sad­
dle the prospective husband 
with a bill. Dr. Conley sug­
gested that the 50% forgiveness 
plan would make possible full- 
payment upon graduation. By 
banking job earnings through­
out the four years, girls may 
earn interest while awaiting 
the wedding band.
Edward A. Walsh, vice-chair­
man of the Department of Com­
munication Arts and Patterson 
Professor of Journalism at 
Fordham University questioned 
the “notable gaps” left by 
Catholic journalists in the so­
cial sciences and moral theo­
logy. “Cathcdic Colleges have 
failed to prepare you for the 
world of communications,” the 
communications s p e c i a l !  s t  
stated.
Stressing that the days of 
Who, What, When, Where re­
porting have disappeared along 
with the move from a print- 
oriented to a picture-oriented 
society, he noted the need lor 
legal, economic, and social 
backgrounds in Journalism prep­
aration.
Communications means “re­
lations among men,” and the 
internationally known speaker 
saw powerful implications for
in for comment
by mary ann von oy
Spencer D. PoHard, HOW CAPITALISM CAN SUCCEED 
(Pa.: The Stackpole Co., 1966).
Citing other theorists and pulling in statistics. Dr. Pollard 
advances the not uncommon belief that the capitalistic system is 
the finest one to date. “All that capitalism cein say is that it is 
an experimental try at a higher stage in evolution, the synthesis 
of prosperity with freedom.” Under successful capitalism, man 
has the widest latitude of freedoms past or present in spite of 
Communistic efforts to steal its thunder for raising every man’s 
standard of living. Although capitalism has seriously faltered at 
the time of great depressions, economists like Keynes have 
amended the Code for Prosperity. Keynes’ theory leads to ac­
ceptance of increasing national deficits as an anti-recession meas­
ure or, as others would say, on the pay-as-you-use-it principle.
The book, HOW CAPITALISM CAN SUCCEED, by Spencer 
D. Pollard looks longer than its 245 page length and the reason is 
more than thick pages: it is the content, a range of capitalist 
economy from the 18th century to the future. The scarcely con­
cealed textbook composition tends to invite conditioned antipathy, 
but the author informs facts, with a body of opinions consistently 
progressive. Dr. Pollard’s title is catchy, and inferentially apropos, 
the stated purpose of his subject matter being to understand the 
economic system of capitalism.
Dr. Pollard profited from direct study under two leading 
theorists in economics, Schumpeter'and Keynes. This element of 
local color augments his claim to some useful observations:
— Big money families are important in the prosperity scheme 
as they foster large scale innovation.
— Automation can cause a shift to a predominantly dark 
jacket society.
— A nation without public debt is almost always a nation 
without development.
— Society through the higher civilization standards of today 
has bred a new man. Economic Man; not a Spartan warrior, nor 
a Middle Ages’ ascetic, nor the Enlightment’s natural man, nor 
the greedy and narrow minded materialist that some persons 
mistakenly feel to be the definition of the classical economists’ 
“Economic Man”. Rather their definition highlights such qualities 
as self-reliance, motivation to economic progress, knowledgeability, 
hope, civil liberty, solidarity.
— International prosperity needs international co-expansion, 
not mutual mutilation through competitive restrictions.
The ideal economy in the present order of society combines 
prosperity and freedom for all; it voids both the excuse for dic­
tatorship and on the other hand, anarchy. Capitalism, however, 
could be prevented from striving forward by an impatient democ­
racy. Dr. Pollard alludes to the situation in socialized England 
where some propertied families are reduced to acting as tourist 
guides through their own castles. Yet innovation commands 
capital and hopeful resourcefulness which just those families 
might have used to finance research for conveniences now in the 
realm of science fiction.
Socialism and capitalist central control differ beyond mere 
semantics, according to Dr. Pollard. To quote from his factual 
style.
The socialist idea is to replace private investment 
with public investment as a matter of principle 
because, in their opinion, capitalism is unfair, 
inefficient and evil. Modem public investment in 
a free economy, however, is substantially co­
operative, supportive, and complementary to pri­
vate investment.
The book is at least worth being examined cursorily.
the post-concUiar Catholic. In 
an age of greater freedom, he 
urged study for the acquisition 
of tastes into a wide field rang­
ing from motion pictures, tele­
vision, and radio to sculpture, 
architecture, painting, and the 
theatre.
Citing Marshall McLuhan as 
a possible answer to an “ab­
sence of Clatholic intellectuals” 
in the field, Walsh noted that 
the best journalism book avail­
able has only two dated ar­
ticles on ethics by Catholic 
writers. Warren Price’s widely 
used text, Literature of Jour­
nalism, shows a completely out­
dated chapter on ethics for a 
rapidly moving age.
Catholic newspapers, how­
ever, are taking a “much more 
progressive viewpoint.” Laymen 
on the diocesan paper — which 
is expected to complement the 
secular press for the time being 
— are receiving salaries equiva­
lent to those of the community 
paper.
In addition, since Vatican II 
religious writers have come 
into strong demand. “Religious 
news is important — it’s the 
spirit of the times,” he stated. 
“Secular papers are doing a 
much better job in covering 
religious news.”
And as for Catholic publica­
tions — “Well, R a m p a r t s  
started as strictly Catholic.” I t  





A1 Ribot ’68, who took part 
in the Experiment In Interna­
tional Living last summer as a 
traveler to India, has a list of 
Indian university students de- 
siuing SHU pen-pals. The "ex­
periment”, which is a peace 
program striving for person-to- 
person undetsranding among 
different cultures, "begins only 
when the experimenter returns 
home to apply what he has 
learned”, notes the two-time 
Sargent Shriver Scholarship 
winner.
Anxious to apply knowledge 
gained from the Indian trip, A1 
will spend this sumer as a "re­
source worker” in Putney, Ver­
mont. He also hopes to share 
his experiences with SHU stu­
dents th ro u ^  some 400 slides 
cwnpiled in India.
The international training 
school located in Putney pre­
pares students from all over the 
world for work in other coun­
tries. After language instruction 
in Vermont, the "experimenter” 
proceeds to the country in 
which he will work. There he 
spends two to three weeks with 
a family, living and working 
with Its members.
After the "home-stay” the 
experimenter has time to travel 
throughout the country, and 
visit a university or Peace 
Corps group. A1 feels that the 
program “really brings a great 
deal in its person-to-person re­
lationships.” ^
University students may con­
tact him, or leave word in the 
OBELISK office if they desire 
an Indian pen-pal.
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PIONEER SPORTS
Coach J. Donald Feeley takes time out for an Obelisk photo, 
(photo by Urciouli)
THE S P E C T A T O R
By JO E  MAJOROS
Finishing with a 12-12 record for the season, the Red and 
White of Sacred Heart University have tucked away another year 
of experience and have established a 25-20 win-loss record for 
Coach J. Donald Feeley over a two-year span. At a recent inter­
view, Coach Feeley gave the following answers to questions posed:
Q. How would you evaluate the year’s season?
A. I would look at the season in two parts. In the first half 
of the season, we opened up with Stonehill and did rather well, 
which led me to expect that this would continue. However, we 
fell into a slump, losing games by a few points each and we ended 
the first half of the season with a 3-9 record. In the second half 
of the season we did much better, with February being a par­
ticularly good month. We ended up with a 9-3 record for the 
second half — obviously much better than the first half record.
Q. Who were your most consistent players this season?
A. I  would say Jim Collins, Joe Ganino and Pete Jankowv- 
sky, along with Rich Pucciarello, who has to be considered our 
outstanding Freshman ballplayer. Collins, gaming maturity, was 
our leading rObounder and he improved tremendously over last 
year.
Q. Do you favor the man to man defense?
A. Yes, but each game has to be played separately since 
each game is a different situation. Altogether, we used seven de­
fenses and six offenses, plus the fact that in certain games we 
had real good luck with a zone defense.
Q. Have High School athletes expressed interest in our 
University?
A. Yes, a good number of them have. I  try to make it 
known to them that we have an excellent academic program and 
that we can offer them a good, well-rounded education. Since our 
academic program is expanding and we are becoming better 
known, more and more students are becoming interested in 
Sacred Heart University.
Q. What are your feelings concerning basketball next year?
A. I am pleased that we have been able to maintain an ex­
cellent schedule, with many good schools on it, plus the fact that 
we are looking for more schools of our own calibre or better to 
play on a competitive basis. Undoubtedly, estaiblishing a schedule 
where you know you will end up with a fine record will help in 
the win-loss department but it may hurt the school. In athletics 
on a college level you are associated with whom you play and we 
want to be associated with good schools like Stonehill, Kings 
College of Pennsylvania, Siena, Merrimac and Fairleigh Dickin­
son. We are laying a solid foundation for the future and pur 
academic and athletic programs are progressing simultaneously.
84-76 win evens 
hoop season at 12-12
By Joe Majoros
Capping their final home game 
of the season with a win, the 
Bed and White of Sacred Heart 
University pinned an 84-76 de­
feat on the Dently College Fal­
cons a t the Sacred Heart Gym 
on February 10th.
Hustling from the opening 
tap, the SHU men quickly got 
control of the bedl geune and 
never really lost the momen­
tum. Fast breaks, slick moves 
and smooth finesse characterized 
the first half of the ball game 
while, in the second half, the 
game developed into a rough, 
tough, foul-filled slug fest. SHU 
fans wifi be glad to note that 
Sacred Heart came out on top 
in both halves, while the refer­
ees — at least in this writer’s 
opinion — came out looking like 
they had just graduated from 
the Biddy League ranks. An 
almost unbelievable number of 
fouls and walking violations 
were called by the gentlemen 
in the striped uniforms against 
both teams.
Rich Pucciarello again led the 
SHU attack, canning 21 points, 
while Buss Joyner hit for 17 
and Jake More for 12. Tops for 
the Falcons were Benton Shef­
field and Bob Walker, who both 
had 18 points and Garry Fck- 
mann, who hit for 15.
Russ Joyner has to be singled 
out as the spark plug of the 
game. The slim hoopster hauled 
down the bounds with the big 
boys, set up fast breaks, passed 
deftly and, most important of 
all, swished the nets at oppor­
tune times, pushing the SHU 
men farther ahead of the Fal­
con Quintet. Also to be singled 
out for praise should be the 
trio of Bruce Bernhard, Rich 
Pucciarello and Pete Jankovsky,
Berrigan
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Berrigan’s p o e t r y  reveals 
clearly the cruelties of experi­
ence. Yet his poems remain 
statements of "love, commemo­
ration, and even praise.”
The member of the Fellow­
ship of Reconciliation is the 
author of such books as Time 
Without Number, They Call Us 
Men, The Bride, and The Bow 
in the Clouds.
Ordained in 1952, Father 
Berrigan spent a year of parish 
work in France. The former 
Professor of Theology at Le- 
Moyne College, Syracuse, New 
York, holds a Licentiate degree 
from the Gregorian University 
in Rome. An outstanding poet, 
the Jesuit received the Lament 
Poetry Award in 1957 for Time 
Without Number.
Critic, lecturer, and essayist, 
Fr. Berrigan is founder of the 
Catholic Peace Association and 
an editor of Jesuit Missions.
who, to the great delight of the 
SHU fans and the dismay of the 
Falcons, put on a dribbling ex­
hibition in the remaining min­
utes of the game, freezing the 
ball from the already cold­
shooting men of Bentley Col­
lege.
Melkite Mass
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There are also noticeable dif­
ferences in the vestments, with 
the alb being replaced by a 
more decorative garment.
Regarding questions of faith 
and doctrine, Melkites hold the 
same essential positions as the 
Roman Catholics, being, in 
Msgr. Hatoum’s words “as 
Catholic as the Pope himself.”
It can also be seen that the 
Roman Catholic Church has, 
since the Ecumenical Council, 
adopted anew many of the age- 
old traditions of the Melkites. 
This trend may continue to 
grow if the communion under 
two species, now allowed in 
Nuptial Masses by Roman 
Catholic bishops is further ex­
tended to the congregation.
Father McDermott noted 
that Catholics can change rites 
only with special permission 
from the Pope himself. In a 
mixed-rite marriage, the cere­
mony must be in the Byzan­
tine church and any children 
of such a union must be bap­
tized in that rite. (Byzantines 
confirm at the time of Baptism, 
not waiting 10 of 12 years as 
Roman Catholics do.)
The explanation given for this 
seeming favoritism is that the 
Roman Catholic Church, which 
has the largest following, is un­
willing to let the old tradi­
tions of the many allied rites 
die out.
At the close of Monday’s 
Mass, Msgr. Hatoum joined the 
SHU community in prayers for 
a deceased student. When the 
Melkite priest requested that 
students "say an Our Father 
and Hail Mary with me for 
your classmate, John Hogan,” 
Byzantine and Latins became 
one.
SHU vs Yale
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propriation Committee, Kier- 
nan Kilbride in the Judiciary 
Committee, Michael Del Re in 
the Labor, Public Works and 
Utilities Committee, Anthony 
Krulikowski in the Motor Ve­
hicles and Liquor Control Com­
mittee, Bonnie Nagle in the 
Public Health and Safety Com­
mittee and Mimi Morrison in 
the Public Welfare and Human 
Institutions.
The delegation wifi be headed 
by Dennis Doyle, Senior Dele­
gate, with Chris Gargano, Pat 
Zahornasky, Bob Kennedy, 
Maureen McCormack, Danny 
DeJesus. Tom Colambell and 
Vincent Ready in the House of 
Representatives and Linda Ga­
briel and Israel Menchero in 
the Senate.
W elcom e back ?
The men’s locker room was a shock to the unsuspecting, on 
Tuesday morning, Feb. 28. Ashes of milk cartons boldly 
confronted the eye. A milk-fight had apparently crescendoed 
unchecked, leaving white blotches of dried milk on windows 
and brown lockers. The last shower door was propped up 
against the wall several feet away. The natural reaction of a 
Student Personnel representative on surveying the sloppy 
left-over scene was to ask: “Is this the way to greet the re­
turning sports team?” J. Donald Feeley, head coach, called 
the incident "evidence certainly of immaturity. Those re­
sponsible must have a negative attitude toward SHU,” he 
said. Some student sports enthusiasts fear that this incident 
might restrict gym privileges. (photo by Urciouli)
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